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● Classifier which may be only slightly correlated with true 
classification (accuracy > 50%)

● Examples: Naïve Bayes,  logistic regression, decision stumps

Weak Classification 

Accuracy

Boosting Hypothesis (Kearne, Valiant; 1988-89)

We can make a strong classifier ( arbitrarily well at classification )
from a collection of weak classifiers ( somewhat better than random 
guess ).

Weak Classifiers



Decision Stumps 

● Single Level Decision Tree
● Focus on a single feature dimension
● Create a decision boundary along 

that dimension



Advantages of Boosting:

● Easy and fast to train weak classifiers
● Simple models don’t usually overfit
● Weak classifiers can not solve hard problems 



Boosting: The Basic Idea

Think of the weak 
classifiers as a crowd of 
experts where each is 
most familiar with some 
portion of
the dataset. 
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AdaBoost with Decision 
Stumps as Weak 

Classifiers
(Shapire, Freund. 1999)

Round One:

Build h1 on distribution D1

Then calculate:
 

ε1 = Pri~Dt( h1(x) ≠ yi ).
(sum of misclassified point weights)

Next calculate α1.

Then calculate D2.

(i)



Round One:

Build h1 on distribution D1

ε1 = 3/10

α1 = 0.42

D2(i) = 0.166 for xi that were 
misclassified

D2(i) = 0.072 for xi that were
correctly classified

Round Two:

Build h2 on distribution D2

ε2 = 0.216

α2  = 0.65

D1 D2
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h3

ε2 = 0.216, α2  = 0.65

For each xi where: 

h1  was wrong, h2 was right:

D3(i) = 0.11,  D2(i) = 0.166

h1 was right, h2 was wrong:

D3(i) = 0.175,  D2(i) = 0.072

h1 was right, h2 was right:

D3(i) = 0.047 D2(i) = 0.072

Round Three:

Train h3 on D3

ε3 = 0.144, α3  = 0.91
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H(x)

0.42 +0.65 +0.91

h1(x) h2(x) h3(x)

Strong Classifier
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Boosting Demos

Swirly boosting demo

More Swirly boosting demo

AdaBoost in acton

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=se_ftkIPru8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=se_ftkIPru8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bECSz1R5EQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4G2VCuOMMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4G2VCuOMMg
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MIT Boosting Lecture

Software:
Wikipedia list from AdaBoost page

Boosting Song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHBmv7qCey4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHBmv7qCey4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AdaBoost
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPxJZUOj7Hs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPxJZUOj7Hs

